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CHATS ON SCIENCE

DO THF PAPFRS LIELABOUT SCIENC5? 

t„ Professors as a rule have a poor opinion of the press. They are apt to thin!:

j!at editors are not merely regardless of the truth of the scientific "stories"
t77 print but that they publish by preference the most absurd and sensational ltuff

be found. It is a common faculty saying about newspaper science that "what is
2" is not true and what is true is not new". It is also a common complaint in ped-
tpgical circles that the newspapers do not pay much attention to science anyhow,
,at what little they do publish is antiquated and unreliable, and altogether un-
"orthey the notice of educators.

, But it has occurred to two scientific men to apply the scientific test to the

revalent opinion of scientists and see whether it is true or false. Or, rather,
;° find out to what extent it is true and false, for to the scientist everything is
tqative and must be measured.

t, The place where this experimental method was tried was, as we might anticipate,
experimental school of Teachers College, Columbia, called the Lincoln School,

"nlch, although a new institution , has already exploded several scholastic fallacie

, The School has now another such scalp to its credit for its Director, Otis W.
'taadvvell, in collaboration with Charles T. Finley, has just reported the results of

.heir statistical study of "Biology in the Public Press", which shows that scientist.
1,„11 this field at least, have less reason to complain than they thought they had.
;ourteen prominent papers in as many different cities from Boston to Los Angeles were
41cen for a month and all the articles dealing with biological topics were clipped
4NI classified.

The number of biological articles found during the month was 3,961 and of those
;111Y 14 are classed as "Fictitious". Four of these appeared in one paper, (San
rkncisco). Of the others, two at least cannot be regarded as serious and deliberat
attempts to deceive. One is a humorous account of a hoodo black cat on Halloween
and the other tells of a rooster who had been named Harding and taught to smoke
clgarettes. But I have known vary strange things to happen on Halloween, even on
the campus, and I have been told by a reputable scientist of a rooster that would oae
Igarettes, and surely chewing tobacco is as hard as smoking it, especially when one
18 toothless.

. Fortunately the fakes are short. There are 25,596 inches in the total and the
flctitious matter only measures 48, so that according to space one would have to
read on the average 500 inches of newspaper biology before he would strike an inch
°f fiction. Not of course that the biologists are willing to O.K. in detail all th-
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Zee 
499 inches. But they say that "gross misstatements of fact were not common'

. On ---MaLly of the dubious points there was room for honest differences of opinion.
;sa for its being antiquated stuff, Messrs. Finley ard Caldwell affirm that "News-
Papers appear to be more up-to-date in things biological than are college and high
:trol texts den the subject," and in conclusion they turn tables on the teachers by
,,v1sing them to make use of noNspaper articles in classreen instruction in order t

r that biology "is meaningful to the student". The professimal nature faker
going out of fashion.

1;n.DING REFERENCES- Charles T. Finley and Otis W. Caldwell, Biology in the Public
ress. New York, Lincoln School of Teachers College, 1923.

NETS OF THE STARS

Dy Isabel M. Lewis,
of U. S. Yava: Observatory

TATC1H FOR  ZOPIANL LIOHT

s we
Irery few people in mid-latitudes have ever seen the zodiacal light though i

j 

t
I lsh known in the tropics where it is always seen at its best. There it appearsse'ilYl k 

after sunset or before sunrise as a band of soft, hazy light, somewhat re-
he, ling the Milky Way, extending. under good seeing conditions entirely across the
__"vens along the ecliptic. Directly opposite to the sun there is a widening or

:; F
elling

i
.

of this band into an extremely faint oval patch known as the "gegenschein"

7ti
ounter-tudesglow. This feature of the zodiacal light is very rarely seen in our

owing to its extreme faintness. The zodiacal light is seen at its best
:,.the tropics because it lies along the ecliptic, or the apparent path of the sun,
lnilch.there passes high across the heavens. In the higher, northern latitudes the
right is seen to the best advantage on April evenings because then the ecliptic
t,.se°s most sharply from the western horizon and its path passes more quickly out of

dense
"jects, 

atmospheric haze close to the horizon that spoils the visibility of all

S0 faint is the zodiacal light that it cannot be seen in the presence of moon-
t;kent and the time to look for it is froi a few days past the time of full moon up
le a clay or so after the time of new moon, or for this year from about April 5 to
be If the night is clear and the seeing good it should appear in the western sky
erw"en one and two hours after sunset as a hazy wedge-shaped light twenty degrees
It so wide at its base on the horizon and narrowing gradually until it fades away,
h, rarelY extends as far as the meridian in high latitudes, though occasionally it

been seen as a narrow band stretching nearly across the sky. Its path, lying
0:1°ng the ecliptic, will start in the zodiacal constellation of Taurus which is now

the the northwestern horizon. From there it will pass to the north of Orion into
zodiacal constellation of Gemini, to be distinguished by the twin stars Castor

17d Pollux which are a few degrees apart and which are among the brightest stars*
ac)"7 visible. It is not likely that it will be pcssible to trace the zodiacal light

4 far as the constellation of Leo, also one of the zodiacal groups, which now lies
st°se to the meridian and which can be distineuished by its sickle-shaped group of
; ars with Regulus, a star of first magnitude, at the tip of the handle. The
tegenschein is so extremely faint that eve can scarcely hope to glimpse it. It has
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b"11 seen by only a fery few people in northern latitudes. At the time of which we, 

Speaking it should lie in the constellation of Virgo not far from the first-
42tn1tude star Spica, as this point is now directly opposite to the sun.

The zodiacal light is caused, it is generally believed, by the reflection of

711ght from myriads of dust-like particles surrounding the sun in or close to the
itale of the earthts orbit and extending to some distance beyond it. Some believe

,i30 a form of nebulosity permeating and enveloping the entire sclar system. Pos-
Y the material of which it is composed has gradually been expelled from the surits 1

51f in the course of the ages under the action of light or radiation pressure.

READING per---!,RENCrS- Douglass, Andrew Ellicott. Zodiacal light and counterglow

1‘91.6'n photography of largo areas and faint contrasts. London, Harrison and Sons;
;thot' Harvard University Observatory. Researches on the zodiacal light and on thr
of 4graPhic determination of the atmospheric absorption. Made under the direction
:-,Award C. Pickering. Cambridge, J. Tilson and Son, 1893. Newcomb, Simon. An15s

voi6rvation of the zodiacal light to the north of the sun. Astrophysical Journal
xxii, No, 3, October, 1905.

SPRAYPD COTTOYTOODS SHED NO rOTTOF

nee, The cotton of the cottonwood, the popular shade tree of many American cities,
til a no longer be a drawback to the tree's utility, according to T. H. Long of the
a ullquerque, N. M., station of the U. S. Bureau of Plant Industry who has developed
,ii:Tr'IYing treatment which will prevent the growth of the cotton-bearing blossoms
wt. 4.nout injury to the tree. The same treatment may be given trees of allied specie:
"la, blossom before the leaves come out.

ver It consists of spraying the blossoms as soon as they open in the spring with a
ThY dilute solution of sulphuric acid, preferably of a strength of two per cent.
ofle kills tha blossoms which later in the season would otherwise produce the tufts
w4 f30 ft downy cotton that straw the streets and fill the air along streets planted

cottonwoods to the annoyance of the property owners.

It is hoped that this solution of the problem of what to do with the large cott40nel —
which are the only shade trees in so many western cities but which because of

0r moulting" proclivities are in some cases being cut down cr trimeled back severe.
,4!°11Er:h to prevent blossoming for several years. The cost of spraying in Albuquerqu,
'jbetween 22 and 32 cents a tree. The treatment might also be of value in eastern
cie:Iies where streets are shaded either with the cottonwood or the related species of

r°1ina poplar.

Cottonwood trees are of two kinds. One bears the flowers which later produce
t're Pods in which the cotton is formed. The cotton carries the tiny seeds of the
bees,and enables them to float for long distances through the air. These cotton-

trees are known as pistillate or "female" trees. The other kind of tree,
eellel staminate or "male" trees, do not produce cotton. Both bloom before the lea:

out, the blooms being borne it short, finger-like bodies known as "catkins". TL
:Imiriate blooms are purple in color while the pistillate, or cotton-bearing ones,

e greenish, making it easy to distinguish one from the other, an important point,
'8 only the cotton-bearing trees need to be controlled.

AS the result of experiment it was found thet the following sprays would kill
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!lc: the bloseoms on the trees; crude oil, kerosene, gasoline, and dilute sulphuricd. 
Saturated common salt solutions killed most of the blossoms and is worthyer further trial because of its cheapness. The kerosene and gasoline sprays were

a

wansidered efficient but expensive, while the crude oil spray although effectiveS 
dlsfisurieg to the trees and adjacent property.

T the acid spray may be used in a power spray pump but iron parts in content
the solution must be replaced by more resistant metal. The solution does nct

_niure paint and is rendered harmless to lawns by eatering them imediately before
afterwards. Men operating the Pumps should wear old clothes or rubber coats.The 
solution does not injure the skin if washed off after the job ie done.

4, The trees must in no case be sprayed after the leaves come out as the acid soil
'10n Would be fatal to them.

READING REFERENCPS- Williamson, A. Cottonwood in the Mississippi Valley. Washingte
'°vernment Printing Office, 1913.

BRAIN CELLS UrHURT BY RAYS THAT KILL TUMORS

ered clue to the mystery of cancer, of possibly great importance, has been discov-
pi by scientists at the Memorial Hospital for the Study of Cancer and Allied
u seasee who have found that while X-rays and radium rays have a destructive effect

aVla tlssue cells, especially on the cells of cancer tissue, the cells of the brain
c2smore resistant to their action than those of any other part of the body. Brain

and cancer cells stand at opposite ends of a scale of susceptibility to the
“ivlsible rays.

ca The immediate practical bearing is in the treatment of brain tumors, which be-
frtiee ef the delicate construction of the vital brain tissues shich surround them ar

4,eluentlY inoperable surgically. They may no be treated by X-rays or radium rays
treatment strong enough to damage the tumor or cancer is not injurious to the

tha n tissues through which the rays also pass. Thile X-ray treatment always has
e danger of damage to healthy tissue it has now been shown that such treatment of

r(Athe in the brain may be carried on with a eider margin of safety than is possibl
4n other parts of the body.

ti The work at the hospital has been carried on chiefly with radium. The institu-

Illet has 
one of the largest supplies in the United States, four grams of the precicu

al having been given the hospital in connection with a laboratory for its use by
-Late Dr. James Douglas.

th . The three sorts of radium rays, known as alpha, beta, and gamma rays vary in
s. elr Penetrating power and destructiveness, the alpha being the most destructive
vollit the

least penetrating. The alpha rays are accordingly filtered out by screens
0; Platinum through which the gamma rays pass to exert their effect in the interior
ci the brain. In some cases the radium emanation which gives off the rays is en-
th(Deed in platinum-cased glass capsules and inserted directly into the brain tissue,

e capsules being sometimes as snail as an eighth of an inch in diameter.

ef Explanations of the comparative resistance of the healthy brain tissue to the
4'Iect of the rays which are destructive to tumor or cancer celle, and to a less ox-

to other body tissues, are being sought as it is thought they will have an im-
Por tant bearing on the problem of what causes cancer.
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FOOD RESEARCH UPSETS IDEAS ABOUT STALE BREAD

Old ideas of how bread stales are overturned by the Food Research Institute,
i;tablished lit the suggestion of Herbert Hoover, in its first publication just

sued from its headquarters at Stanford University, Calif. The report points_ 
ut the wholesomeness of the stale loaf, shows the aste produced by present

„:711:erY practices, and urges further investigation of why some bread keeps 
bettor

ulan others.

The assumption that staleness is caused by the loss of moisture from 
the loa'

is not tenable, for the report points out that what probably occurs is that 
much c

tb%. 
moisture in the bread is hold by the starch which has been golatinized 

in the

4, lng. As the loaf comas out of the stove, this starch jelly distributed 
throu,

'?e bread contains all the moisture it can held. As the bread cools, the starch

ros us some of its moisture and this moisture is absorbed by the other con
sti-

ttIllent 
of the loaf, changing the crust from a brittle material that crunche

s betl-v

0 teeth to a soft and pliable one, i:;hile the gluten of the crumb isgiven a tour

and firmness which as fresh bread it did not have. The bread' camas stale a

O 
temperatures and this accounts for the fact that bread when 

stale, but not dry,

be freshened up by heating. The process is reversed and the stardh-jelly re-
absorbs 

the moisture friom the other broad constituents.

Losses to wholesale bakers on account of the arrangement by which they takeback the 
stale unsold loaves from retailers run into millions of dollars a year,

,t.1,16 report states. This tends to raise the price of bread to consumers. Before

'no Great Tar the bakeries often lost six to ten per cent and sometimes twenty-fiv

%r cont. from returns of stale loaires and many a baker has fed his ovens with th:;

olosome food as a fuel.

Bread a day old is quite as nutritious and to scme people more digestible thz
irat freshly baked, the Publication declares. If consumers realized this and

4ker$ were not obliged to accept returns the country would greatly gain by the
eCOTIOnrr.

R ADING REFERENCES- The stery of the stlff of life. Philadelphia, National Asso-
c,lation of Master Bakers, 1911. The story of bread. Chicago, printed by the IJ
.ervice bureau of the International Harvester Company of America, 1911.

TENDENCY TO TUBERcULOSIg IS INHERITED,

BUT INFECTION IS NOT

Although tuberculosis infection is not inherited, susceptibility to the dis-

ease is stated to be subject to the nandelian laws of inheritnce, according to a

tullotin on the subject issued by Dr. Albert Govaerts of the Eugenics Record Offi:

c't Cold Spring Harbor. The percentage of tuberculous offspring is higher in tu-
berculous families, ho states.

This is rot duo to direct infection from close contact for it is shown in thc

statistical study of many victims of the disease and their families that the propc

tier: of cases was higher among groups of individuals who had not been in close col.

tact with 'active cases of the malady. Those who were in such close contact deve:

?Pod the for cases. This is opposite from the result expected, assuming contac

ion to be the only factor in the disease.
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th 
The study included 5,629 individuals, members of 214 families, scattered for

the most part among the rural Population of many regions 
of the country. In all

free from 
there were found only 29 marriages in which both members were not only

fa:!e from tuberculosis thembelves but came from families entirely free from it as
dis az known. Only three per cent of the children of these marriages developed t
,___ease, as compared with 43 per cent. of children of parents both of whom were tu

Percentages between these limits were reported from marriages whore on.or both Parents came of a tuberculous family, or where one parent was ill of the
disease,

de "The percentage of the tuberculous increases and that of the non-tuberculous

01,Fr,eases with the degree of the ancestral tuberculous influence. There is no
leen" 

01 
_,

a prenatal influence," said Dr. Govaerts.

, 
As to advising persons of tuberculous ancestry with respect to marriage, Dr.A.).yeeets

saYe it is justifiable only in extreme cases but that in general a tuber-

subjoct will find more advantage to his progeny by marrying a person belong-
to a resistant strain. In such cases if the descendants marry persons free

1::.121 the defect it tends to breed out in the fourth and fifth generations. Marriae
""en 

sta two stocks in which the same defect is apparent should be dissuaded, hetes.

READINGNet_ REFERENCES- Hutchinson, Woods. The conquest of consumption. Boston and
ca" lork. Houghton, Mifflin Company, 1910. Otis, Edward O. Tuberculosis; its
lause, curo and prevention; a rev. ed. of "The great white plague" (A book for
ligniaen) Few York, Thomas Y. Crowell Company, 1918. U. S. Veterans Bureau.
mere'ne and efficiency for the tuberculous, by John Wakaman Turner. Issued by the
of',,?,cal Division, United States Veterans Bureau, Washington. Government Printing

e, 1922.

NET STEAM BOILERS DOUBLE EFFICIENCY

,e_, Engineers in this city are taking great interest in the sensational develop-

Tst of very high pressure steam boilers in Sweden. This apparatus instead of
as 1:,',ting at three or four hundred pounds as a maximum, which is usually regarded
r _ une greatest pressure for male practice, is making steam at nine hundred pounds
egularly. And modified designs which promise to be entirely satisfactory at

bur
g, Sweden, indicates that American engineers will soon be trying out similar

"luiPment in the United States.

1, 5en
'-e-) Pounds per square inch, or one hundred times atmospheric pressure, have beenr,epared.

• BY increasing steam pressure in this fashion the boiler plant will furnishlts
e_ Power to the engine under conditions that will increase the efficiency of the
42gi..ne by sixty to one hundred per cent depending upon the type of equipment. Such
0? increase realized in many steam power plants would be a big factor in these days

high fuel prices.

This new steam boiler has several novel features among the most novel of which
ikse the generation of steam in rotating boiler tubes. The rotation of the tubes
t ePs 71.11 sides of the tube wet with water and tends to bring the steam bubbles all
u! the center of the tube so that a great deal more water can be evaporated than
f or ordinary conditions. It is claimed that sixty pounds of water per square

of tube surface is evaporated and in some cases a hundred pounds per hour is
zed”sible. This is several times the maximum rate of steam and in the most effi-
lent American boilers.

The success achieved in operating this equipment for over a year at Gothen-
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PLAN DIG ADVANCE IN MUSSEL CULTURE

th
, Cultivation of the fresh-water mussel during the entire first year of its

p will Shortly be undertaken on a large scale for the first time in 
history,

,c) was le;trnod at the U. S. Bureau of Fisheries in Washington. This is an im-
r rtant step in making more certain the supply of raw material for the great 

perm_
Dutton industry of this country.

tis Heretofore the mussel culturists have largely confined their work to getting

1:i Young bivalves well started in life during the brief period when they li
ve a

! of case attached to the gills and fins of fish. For after their first stageof 
0410velopment is passed in the parent shell, they become free swimming forms 

with

_Y21 tiny shell. Then the little mollusks attach themselves to certain 
speciei--:;

!Ish and for about two weeks live embedded in their foster parents and gettingtheir 
nourishment from them.

do On completion of this stage of the young mussel life, it drops off and 
settle

a.„711 to the river bottom to become a regular mussel. There its habit of nearly

ftwaYs eating and having its shell open makes it an easy prey to the hooks of the
lshermen.

For some years, the fish experts have engaged in inoculating fish by putting

"m in a tank with a large number of the free swimming mussel larvae, When the
prove

vQ number had attached themselves the fish were released in the streams. This

method, however, did not permit an accurate check upon the effectiveness of the
Work, 

Experiments at the Fairport, Iowa, Biological Experiment Station have dem-
c)

nstrated tho practicability of holding the fish in large wooden troughs until the

r"asitic mussels drop off and then keeping the mussels for a year in the wooden

ks of running water where their growth can be observed and more easily control-
led.
ar;

The mussels will then be planted in their natural environment to finish the

;;c3v4t11. About 500 species of freshwater mussels grow in the United States but

1.050 of commercial value are practically restricted to flowing waters which drain

::lmestone regions. Most of the streams of the Mississippi Basin and some of the

great Lakes streams are inhabited by these bivalves from the shells of which are

1.1t many of the buttons on our shirts.

ANIMAL LIGHT REQUIRES TWO COMPONENTS

Animal illumination is not so simple a procedure as it might appear to 
be,

According to Prof. E. Yewton Harvey of Princeton University and Dr. W. R. Ambersc,

the Nola Research Laboratories, Cleveland, not only is a substance called
"oluciferin" necessary for animals to "light" themselves but also another substa

nce

luciferase", must be present. The investigators showed that these chemical com-

Pounds producing the light are so specialized that the luciferin of one animal

!).11 not cause luminescence with the luciferaso of an animal of different species
.

For a long time it has been known that water and oxygen are also essential for lif,

Production.

More than thirty widely scattered groups of animals produce light either by

means of external or internal organs. Some produce light continuously while

Others produce it only at interials. The light may serve for a variety of purpoe

acting as a lantern for fish in the dark depths of the oceans or serving as a lure

for prey. In the case of the ordinary firefly, its illumination serves as an 
aid

In mating. One peculiar light producing animal in South America has a white "head

light,' and a rear "taillight" and is consequently known as the automobile bug.
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FINDS WAY TO KILL GERMS WHICH BOTHER BUSY BEES

Dees are duplicating an experience of the A. F. F. in France.
 As the Army Mt

jeal department treated French water with bleaching powder to 
make it safe for so

;!-ers to drink, so Prof. H. Wilson. and T. A. Hadfield of the Univers
ity of ris

_ursin are feeding chemically sterilized food to the honey
-producing insects to

Prevent the spread of a highly contagious germ disease among them.

hypo Instead of calcium hypochlorite in drinking water, a dilute 
solution of sodil,

chlorite is being given the bees in a sugar syrup. The chemical kills the

is)Prore of Bacillus larvae which causes the destructive disease kn
own as "foul

,oodli but does not seem to hurt the bees.

Concentrated solutions are also used to disinfoct the hives, a
s the sodium

t()Foadorite dissolves dead bees, pollen,cocoons, and other 
debris, without injury

tts
"(3 wax. Experiments in feeding to counteract the malady in 

colonies already

'faceted were unsuccessful.

BOTTLE DRIFTS 3,000 MILES IN A YEAR

A bottle drift of Unusual distance and duration has been r
eported by the U.

EYdrographic Office. The bottle, enclosing a printed paper wi
th directions for

jts return to the Hydregraphic Office, was thrown overboard about 
350 miles south-

east of of New York from the British steamer Bloomfield on Feb. 24, of 
last year. It

,” Picked up on the southeast coact of Ireland or. Feb. 14 of this year, having

drifted about 3,000 miles.

,L Four other long drifts have been reported on the Atlantic in recen
t years.

ese were of bottles thrown into the Bay of Fundy in August, 1919. 
One was pickc.11 

on the coast of the Azores Islands-lust-a-year later, another on 
the Orkney

.61and5 in January, 1921, the third on the coast of North Wales 
in March, 1921, al,

The fourth on the coast of Norway in July, 1921.

is 
assumed that they were picked up soon after having been cast ashore 

their ratec

c'ef drift across the ocean varied between 5.1 and 5.8 miles a day. The bottle re-

aehtlY picked up on the Irish coast had travelled about 8.4 miles a 
day on the sac

ssumption, the difference probably being due to the fact that it was cas
t over it

or near. tha Gull Stream.

The shortest of those drifts was 2,000 and the longest 3,8C0 mi
les; and if it

ECLIPSE RESULTS SOON TO BE ANNOUNCED

Whether the sun at its last eclipse favored the Einstein theory will b
e told

Y Dr . W. T. Campbell, director of the Lick Observatory, Calif., at two 
national

cientific meetings this month.

Dr. Campbell, who is no also president of the University of California, wila

deliver the principal evening address at the annual meeting of the National Aca
den

cf Sciences to be hold in Washington, April 23 tc 25.

At the meeting of the American Philosophical Society, Philadelphia, 
April 19

to 21, he will make abrief announcement of the results of the expedition 
that wen -

to Australia last September to determine if the sun bends star light comi
ng past

to the earth.
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Many distinguished scientists will report their

body 
"elletional Academy which is by act of Congress the

of the Government. Memberehip in the Naticnalhonors that can come to an American scientist.

April 21, 1923 9

re,-3earches at the meeting of

official scientific advisory

Academy is one of the highest

Year
The American Philosophical Society was founded in 1727 and its meetings each
,
ere the occasion of many announcements of scientific importance.

METEORS CAUSE STATICS RADIO EXPERT SUGGESTS

ca_ Atmosph m
erics or "static", the nightmare of the radio operator, may be 

in soe

atese4rhdue to meteorites which, arriving suddenly 
in the uppermost regions of the

coec's eere,cauee electric disturbances which herald their coming to radio 
listener

at r "all the surface of the earth. Tfrat is the suggestion made by a radio expert

a ecientific meeting in London recently.

He vas a veteran of the Great War and while listening in on his radiophone 
note

hi7emes blance between some of the atmospherics and the swish of a shell pass
ing

0 1 overhead. He then thought that the sound might really be due to a little 
"(he'

4 a meteorite with which the earth is bombarded continually from the depths cf

at ce. and propounded it as an interesting though possibly "mad" theory. 
The expla

re7cm suggested is that the arriving stranger sots up an electric disturbance 
which

6Pcnsible for the irregular waves known as atmospherics.

HYDROGRAPHIC OFFICE TO BETTER FACILITIES AT SOO

ni_, Announcement is made by the Hydrographic Office of the opening April 1
 of a cot

;;I'e branch office at Sault Ste. Marie for the purpose of furnishing the l
atest an

thst complete information to the captains of vessels passing through the locks
 durir

cming season. An office has been maintained there for some years 
but present

1.L.!Lns involve an increase of personnel and equipment. nimeographed information of

4"rest to navigators will be revised daily.

at, The action is taken in recognition of the growing importance of lake shipping

Of the need of additional facilities at this key point of lake traffic. Althouz:

i_441 °neat ion will be broadcast twice daily from the Navy wireless at Great Lakes 
Trai

a.ns Station and other points of the lalres, not every vessel carries radio 
equipment

r'01 the increased facilities at the "Soo" are intended for the protection of 
vessels

'ct so equipped.

Althoueh because of the severity of the winter navigation will be late in o
pen-

ing, it is expected that the coming shipping season on the lakes will break a
ll re-

AST R7CORDS GIVE CLUE TO WEATHER FORECASTERS

A system of graphical portrayal of weather data lehich gives promise of the
 pos.

i.e extersion of the periods to a month in advance was described by F. G. Tin
gley,

:I the U. S. Weather Bureau, to the American Meteorological Society. Tests of the

cYstem in making temperature and rainfall forecasts for Washington had giv
en 75 per

6nt efficiency for periods no longer than a month in the future, he 
stated.
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ti The method, which is still in the experimental stage, depends upon the 
constru

„he d 
" of .curves baoed upon observed data. Separate curves are made for every month,

ata bsed being based upon the averages for the same menth for the five 
year

1",:lod ending with the month. A series of "smoothed" curves is thus 

obtainethatCh 

d, one

month of the year. Since the weather of each month is closely rela
ted tc

h_, of pre*edirg and following months additional curves are ,eorked out by 
combinire

ret the primary curve' 1 and then the ones resultirs: from them.

a_ , The application to forecasting is made by continuing the curves into 
the futur

then reading off the values of rainfall or temperature which they represent
. T€Xt:

z„ension of the curves, or "extrapolation", as the mathematicians call it, is 
ma

f'01;:a.accurate in the present series of exreriments by the number of curves worked cl

they have to be extended ir such a way as to continue to bear certain math
ematil_

t.,11.ati ns to each other and the greater the number of interrelated factors the 
grlat

, accuracy.

for The method has so far been used experimentally in making forecasts of weather

w
or .amenth as a whole, that is to predict that it eill be 

relatively Narm or cool,

et or dry; and the results have se far bean accurate in about 
three-fourths of

casec. The forecasts have also to be restricted to more or less definite local

if they are to have practical value.

The whole work is still experimental and Mr. Tingley expressed his conclusions
ha, the greatest conservatism as Weather Bureau officials and students of meteorolo

ahvays been ehy of long range forecasting. The present paper offers no claim
v,ability to state what a given day in the future will bring, but merely to point t

a method for the prediction of the general type of weather for a month over a

'Lven

ilEADTm
RErrATT0T7S- Ricard, Jerome Sixtus. Long-range weather forecasting arid. its

701ede, Santa Clara, Press. Santa Clara Journal, 1911. Moore, Tillis Luther.

eather forecastin; some facts historical, practical, and theoretical. Washington,

;eather Bureau, 18c9. Predicting winter weather by summertime temperature, Science

s' 56; sup. 10. December 22, 1922.

,1 At present, no protection is given tc the whales and these largest of all 
earte

7'anima15 are often killed while nursing their young.

In 1860 there were 5,000,000 buffalo in America, in 1903 there were only 
1,753

and 
now there are over 10,000 of these animals.

th Roosts with a total seating capacity of 30,000 birds have been ar
3cted just be'

t e light of a Netherlands lighthouse to prevent the destroctior of bew
ildered migr

°r7 birds lured off their course by the light on foggy nights.

There are 581,000 foreign born farmers in the United States.

There is evidence that the air sacs found ithin the bones of birds serve as a

ea ns of relief from over-heating produced by birds' great activity.

The variations in the titamin activity of cod liver oil is believed to 
be duo

tO changes in the diet of the fish from which it is obtained or to seasonal variati.

In their physiological condition.

Forty;nine per cent. of the native white population and sixty-two 
percent of tl

f°reign born population of this country are 1:,e1ow the average mentally.


